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Abstract

Since February 2024 the genetic programming bibliography has supported free text queries to find GP
papers via http://gpbib.cs.ucl.ac.uk/gp-search/

Figure 1: GP Bibliography Web Browser Keyword Query Interface
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1 Background

The Genetic Programming bibliography aims to cover all papers, books, PhD thesis, etc. on genetic pro-
gramming. It was started by John Koza and first published in 1994 as Appendix F of his second GP
book [1]. I took on the bibliography, and was invited by Pete Angeline to provide it as an appendix to
the second “Advances in Genetic Programming” book, which he co-edited with Kim Kinnear (published
in 1996 by MIT Press [2]). Since then the bibliography has been available online, firstly by FTP and
now via http. Whilst Steve Gustafson was based in the UK, he assisted in the maintenance and growth
of the bibliography, including designing its home page. For almost all of the first twenty years it was
hosted by The Birmingham University School of Computer Science. Then in the summer of 2019 it moved
to its new host http://gpbib.cs.ucl.ac.uk, back in the Computer Science department of University
College, London. Since the autumn of 2019, with the support of Jason Moore, the Perelman School of
Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania has hosted a mirror the bibliography and supporting web
pages: http://gpbib.pmacs.upenn.edu. The ACM’s Special Interest Group on Evolutionary Computa-
tion (SIGEVO)’s newsletter SIGEVOlution [4, 5] and the Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines
and other journals have published articles on the GP bibliography [3, 7, 8, 6] or analysis of data derived
from it [9, 11, 10].

2 Online Data, Web Searches and Unavailable Traditional Queries

The whole bibliography is held in a single bibtex gp-bibliography.bib. At the time of writing, it contains
17 921 entries (16 696 directly related to genetic programming), 38 MBytes. Originally the intention was
gp-bibliography.bib would just be used as a bibtex file with references being extracted when people
wrote papers in LATEX. However uses of the bibliography have expanded. Although many bibliography
tools support bibtex, copies in refer format gp-bibliography.ref and as plain text gp-bib-alpha.txt

are also available.
Perhaps the most widely used interface is that each GP paper has its own HTML web page (e.g.

http://gpbib.cs.ucl.ac.uk/gp-html/koza_2003_gpt.html). Almost all have hyper text links to the
paper itself, its publisher and to its Google Scholar citations. Since these pages are freely available, they
make attractive targets for web browsing and web searches and so the GP bibliography is easily searchable
via Google and other web search engines.

For thirty years (1993–2023) The Collection of Computer Science Bibliographies (CCSB)1 hosted hun-
dreds of bibliographies, including the genetic programming bibliography. It provided a number of search
interfaces, including allowing online searches using Lucerne syntax. Since the GP bibliography was part
of CCSB, it could be searched in a sophisticated way using the CCSB’s web interfaces. However CCSB
was retired last summer and when it was switch off, its search interface for the GP bibliography was also
removed.

3 The New Free Text Search Interface

As mentioned in the previous section, the CCSB sophisticated search interface was removed in July 2023,
the goal of its replacement http://gpbib.cs.ucl.ac.uk/gp-search/ is to provide something light weight,
which is interactive, fast, immediate and without a learning curve, Figure 1.

Following the success of the co-author search interface http://gpbib.cs.ucl.ac.uk/gp-coauthors,
the new free text search interface is also based in the user’s smart phone, using JavaScript running in a
web browser.

1See Wikipedia entry “Collection of Computer Science Bibliographies” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collection_of_

Computer_Science_Bibliographies
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3.1 Single Web Page

The interface consists of a single HTML web page2 containing a web form with various input and output
forms and buttons, see Figure 1.

3.1.1 Find keywords

The first input field allows the user to enter keywords to be search for.
Stop words are ignored, e.g. words of one letter, “in”, “the”, “from” and “model”. Also since every

paper will automatically match “genetic” “algorithms” and “programming” (after all this is a bibliography
dedicated to Genetic Programming) these and “gp” are ignored.

To avoid overly long time consuming searches, queries that match more than 1000 papers are cut short.

3.1.2 Limiting the number of matches

By default, up to ten hits are displayed. The “≤hits” input field allows the number of papers displayed to
be changed (up to a maximum of 100).

3.1.3 3 types of output: brief terse full radio buttons

brief The brief display requires no further interaction from the host (or mirror) and simply displays
the bibtex key of the matching GP paper and gives a hyper link to its web page within the GP
bibliography.

terse The terse output format shows fragments of the matching paper’s entry with the matching parts
highlighted. There is also a hyper link to the corresponding full web page. This is the default.

full shows the complete bibtex of the matching GP paper. This often includes links to the paper itself,
the publisher of the article and to its Google Scholar citations.

3.1.4 Matching by year

The lower two input areas allow the user to specify the years they are interested in. Years are four digit
numbers.

The up buttons ^ increase the year by one. The down buttons V decrease it by one. To allow easy
sweeps of papers published in a range of years, the central ^/V buttons increment or decrement both before
and after years by the same amount.

3.1.5 Search summary statistics

The output display reflects the query (without stop words) in the order the query’s words are used, the
number of matching papers displayed and the total number of matches. If (e.g. for speed) the search is
truncated, so that the number of matches is not known, a + is appended. (The total number of searches is
given in square brackets [ ] but it is often only useful for debugging.)

3.2 Ordering Results

The interface attempts to display the best matches at the top of the list of entries. This ordering is based
on a heuristic which weights hits with matches that occur together more highly, matches on titles above
those on keywords, above those on abstracts. Matches in long abstracts carry less weight but matches
against exact words or matches which match case exactly are up weighted.

2http://gpbib.cs.ucl.ac.uk/gp-search/free_text_search.html
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3.3 Feedback

It would be great to hear of people’s experiences with the new interface, bug reports, errors and future
ideas for the search tool or for the GP bibliography in general.

I asked a number of authors of recent computer science surveys in various fields unrelated to Genetic
Programming how they used other online search interfaces, such as those provided by DBLP, IEEE Xplore,
the ACM Digital Library. The most useful feature seemed to be the ability to search by keywords. This is
what the new interface provides. Its underlying data structures are public and so interested parties could
build additional features on top of them. Main stream digital libraries and online bibliography include
other tools, which the authors of surveys found useful but which are not included in the GP bibliography
or only indirectly supported by it.

Perhaps the SIGEVO newsletter could be a venue to enable everyone to hear of people’s experiences
with the new search tool and to know of their thoughts on it or possible extensions.

4 Adding Your GP Papers

The Genetic Programming bibliography has long had a web interface allowing authors to provide missing
GP papers, however in practice the easiest way is simply to email a bibtex description of missing GP works
to me.
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